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Latest Articles
Turing Award
Avi Wigderson, Complexity Theory Pioneer, Wins Turing Award
By Stephen Ornes
―






The prolific researcher found deep connections between randomness and computation and spent a career influencing cryptographers, complexity researchers and more.


Read article
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geometry
Number of Distances Separating Points Has a New Bound
By Leila Sloman










Read Later



Mathematicians have struggled to prove Falconer’s Conjecture, a simple, but far-reaching, hypothesis about the distances between points. They’re finally getting close.
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astronomy
How the Ancient Art of Eclipse Prediction Became an Exact Science
By Joshua Sokol









Read Later



The timing of the total eclipse on April 8, 2024, will be known to within a second, thousands of years after fearful humans first started trying to anticipate these cosmic events.
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cosmology
Dark Energy May Be Weakening, Major Astrophysics Study Finds
By Charlie Wood









Read Later



A generation of physicists has referred to the dark energy that permeates the universe as “the cosmological constant.” Now the largest map of the cosmos to date hints that this mysterious energy has been changing over billions of years. 
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algebraic geometry
Merging Fields, Mathematicians Go the Distance on Old Problem
By Erica Klarreich









Read Later



Mathematicians have illuminated what sets of points can look like if the distances between them are all whole numbers.
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How Is Flocking Like Computing?
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Birds flock. Locusts swarm. Fish school. From chaotic assemblies of life, order somehow emerges. In this episode, co-host Steven Strogatz interviews the evolutionary ecologist Iain Couzin about how and why collective behaviors arise.





More episodes
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neuroscience
Overexposure Distorted the Science of Mirror Neurons
By Meghan Willcoxon
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neuroscience
The Social Benefits of Getting Our Brains in Sync
By Marta Zaraska











Read Later



Our brain waves can align when we work and play closely together. The phenomenon, known as interbrain synchrony, suggests that collaboration is biological.
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Q&A
The Researcher Who Explores Computation by Conjuring New Worlds
By Ben Brubaker








Read Later



Russell Impagliazzo studies hard problems, the limits of cryptography, the nature of randomness and more.
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applied math
Topologists Tackle the Trouble With Poll Placement
By Lyndie Chiou








Read Later



Mathematicians are using topological abstractions to find places where it’s hard to vote.
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Puzzles
Hyperjumps Math GameBy Thomas Lin +3 authors
Pradeep Mutalik
Paul Chaikin
Samuel Velasco
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Play Quanta Magazine’s daily interactive math game, Hyperjumps!
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Inside Scientists’ Life-Saving Prediction of the Iceland EruptionBy Robin George Andrews









Read Later



The Reykjanes Peninsula has entered a new volcanic era. Innovative efforts to map and monitor the subterranean magma are saving lives.
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How Do You Prove a Secret?
By Sheon Han
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How Randomness Improves Algorithms
By Ben Brubaker
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Pioneers Linking Math and Computer Science Win the Abel Prize
By Kevin Hartnett
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About Quanta Magazine
Illuminating basic science and math research through public service journalism.
More about us
Quanta Magazine is committed to in-depth, accurate journalism that serves the public interest. Each article braids the complexities of science with the malleable art of storytelling and is meticulously reported, edited and fact-checked. Launched and funded by the Simons Foundation, Quanta is editorially independent — our articles do not reflect or represent the views of the foundation.
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